landscape composition and structure is essential to inform management and policy, yet 34 it is still in its infancy. 35 2. We mapped over the French Alps an unprecedented array of 18 ecological parameters 36 (16 ES and two biodiversity parameters) and explored their co-occurrence patterns 37 underpinning the supply of multiple ecosystem services in landscapes. We followed a 38 three-step analytical framework to: i) detect ES and biodiversity associations relevant 39 at regional scale; ii) identify clusters supplying consistent bundles of ES at sub-40 regional scale and iii) explore the links between landscape heterogeneity and 41 ecological parameter associations at landscape scale. 42 3. We used successive correlation coefficients, overlap values and self-organizing maps 43 to characterize ecological bundles specific to given land cover types and geographic 44 areas of varying biophysical characteristics and human uses at nested scales from 45 regional to local. dominated by forests and semi-natural areas (67% of the region). Arable lands are mainly 140 concentrated in the western broad valleys and piedmonts (27% of the region), while artificial 141 areas cover only 5% of the region. This leads to a clear distinction between high-density 142 urban areas surrounded by intensive agriculture in the valleys and more isolated or higher 143 rural areas (Tappeiner, Borsdorf & Tasser 2008) . 144
Modelling and mapping ecological parameters 145

Selection of ecological parameters: ES and biodiversity 146
Following consultation with scientists and local collaborators, we selected four provisioning, 147 five cultural and seven regulating ES, and two biodiversity parameters (plant and vertebrate 148 diversity), encompassing most services relevant to the region from ecological, social and 149 economic points of view (Table 1) . 150
Modelling ecological parameters 151
Depending on model and data availability, the 18 ecological parameters were modelled using 152 methods ranging from disaggregation of public statistics (e.g. hunting statistics) to process-153 based models (e.g. STREAM for hydrological properties; Stürck 
Statistical analyses 177
Spatial data processing was done using ArcGIS 10.0 and statistical calculations were carried 178 out using the statistical software R 2.15. 179
After an initial standardization and normalization phase, data analyses followed three 180 successive steps aiming to: i) detect consistent associations between ecological parameters at 181 regional scale, ii) identify clusters at sub-regional scale and describe their spatial patterns and 182 geographical determinants, and iii) explore the links between landscape and ecological 183 parameter local associations. Two points need attention for the interpretation of results. First, 184
we insist that the bundles we detected rely on spatial coincidence rather than on identification 185 of common functional drivers. Second, as we considered jointly potential and actual ES 186 parameters, associations do not necessarily reflect synergies and can even relate to conflicts as 187 further discussed below. 188
Data transformation 189
As ecological parameters had different units and scales ( Step 1: Detecting consistent associations at regional scale 205 represented the best compromise between analysis complexity and interpretability. We 219 analysed their geographic distributions, altitude and land cover patterns. 220
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Step 3: Exploring links with land cover at landscape scale 221
Links between ecological parameters and landscape were investigated by: i) the overlaps 222 between individual ecological parameters and dominant land cover types, and ii) the relation 223 between ES diversity and landscape heterogeneity. 224
High value clusters for individual ecological parameters and land cover types were detected 225 with ArcGIS Hot Spot Analysis tool parameterized to calculate Getis-Ord Gi* statistics using 226 the "Distance Band or Threshold Distance" cut-off to a window of 3 km × 3 km. Significant 227 P-values were returned when observed spatial clustering was greater than expected for a 228 random distribution, avoiding the selection of isolated pixels of high values or outliers. Each 229 variable was then transformed into a binary data set, attributing a value of 1 for clusters with 230 z-scores significant at 10% minimum and 0 otherwise. Pairwise overlap analysis detected 231 spatial matches between clusters of high value for ecological parameters and for land cover 232
types. 233
Local landscape heterogeneity and ES diversity were assessed by assigning to the central 234 pixel of a moving 3 km × 3 km window the number of unique land cover types (ArcGIS Focal 235
Statistics tool with the "Variety" option) and the number of distinct ES (equivalent to a 236 gamma index). In the absence of socially relevant thresholds, the distributions of these two 237 variables were split between high and low values according to the median, leading to four 238 possible combinations of low or high landscape heterogeneity and gamma index. Chi² tests 239 were used to detect major divergences between actual distributions of altitude and land cover 240 type in the different combinations, compared with their frequencies over the whole French 241
Alps taken as null model (Chi² tests significant at 5%, deviation of residuals greater than 10). 242
Pairwise overlaps between pixels from the four categories and distributions of specific ES 243 were also tested. 
Landscape combinations of land cover heterogeneity and ES diversity 308
The four combinations of landscape heterogeneity and ES gamma index (Fig. 4) Our multi-step analysis showed how the supply multiple ecosystem services can be explored 334 by detecting consistent associations between ecological parameters at nested scales, from 335 regional bundles to sub-regional clusters and the investigation of their links to local landscape 336 heterogeneity. 337
Due to constraints in data availability and modelling capacities, our approach to multiple 338 ecosystem service supply combined proxies representing mostly potential but also actual 339 supply of ecological parameters (see Appendix S1.1). Consequently, the full range of 340 ecological parameters in a bundle might not be actually supplied. A major drawback of 341 combining potential and actual data is the need to maintain high attention to the nature of the 342 proxy, as consistency would have simplified a straightforward policy-oriented interpretation 343 of results. However, we point out that one interest of such mixed bundles is to highlight that 344 the bundle actually supplied strongly depends on land allocation and management choices. 345
For instance, consistent associations at regional scale between actual crop production and 346 potential plant diversity emphasise that actual biodiversity depends on intensity in agricultural 347 practises, i.e. is a social choice. Increased data availability is a pre-condition for progressing 348 towards homogenous treatment of potential or actual supply, depending on the research or 349 management question addressed. 350
In the following, we highlight how our results could be adopted by managers and policy 351 makers in the French Alps (Fig. 1) . 352
Policy-relevant correlations between ecological parameters at regional scale 353
Three main factors drove associations between ecological parameters. Table 1 
